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A stylish Christian Liagre bench and contemporary Tufenkian 

area rug set a transitional tone in the entryway of a home recently 

renovated by Rye, New York interior designer, Elissa Grayer.

OPPOSITE  Warm woods, stainless counter tops and mini glass 

brick tile combine to give the kitchen its modern appearance.
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   here’s a discovery phase of sorts at the beginning of any new design project.  Client’s 

assessing the perspective designer’s portfolio, designers assessing their clients’ needs. 

Will it be the right fit? Will they understand what I want and desire for my home? Like 

two new friends at the start of a friendship, finding common ground as they explore this 

potential partnership.

FAMILIAR TERRITORY
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Architect Doug Wilk’s “great 

vision for modernizing spaces” 

is never more apparent as it 

is with his design of the living 

room’s honed marble and 

painted fireplace surround.

Classically inspired millwork 

seems juxtaposed against a 

modern furniture arrangement.
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French doors allow natural 

light to fill the billiards room. 

A coffered ceiling and rustic 

brick walls give the space old 

world charm.
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  When it came time for one Rye, New 
York homeowner to start the renovation 
of a new home, this stage could be skipped 
altogether. You see, the homeowner and 
her designer were already acquainted and 
this familiarity enabled Rye interior de-
signer, Elissa Grayer to jump right in and 
help her friend realize the house of her 
dreams.
   The project would involve a total gut 
renovation of a classically built home 
from the 1900’s. With “three active chil-
dren and two dogs, the house had to be 
family friendly with durable furnishings 
and spaces large enough to accommodate 
active play”, according to Grayer.  “The 

house had great bones and the exterior was 
well maintained”, Grayer added.  Staying 
within the footprint of the original house, 
the scope of work would include a new 
kitchen, all new electric, HVAC and au-
dio systems, five new bathrooms, custom 
built closets, new millwork, new modern 
fireplace surrounds, new lighter finished 
wood floors and the addition of a new cir-
cular back staircase. Working closely with 
architect Doug Wilk of Rye based Mitch-
ell Wilk Architects and builder, Dan Gun-
derson, of Gunderson Quality Homes in 
Mt. Kisco, Grayer designed a plan to give 
the interiors spaces a more “light, stream-
lined feel” to the new home.

   Soothing neutrals and cool blues set the 
color palette for the home. In the foyer, 
Grayer has kept things light and airy by 
pairing a modern styled Christian Liagre 
Bench with a custom console by Peter 
Sandback. Light weight in composition 
and color, the cast stone console adds an-
other element of texture to this welcom-
ing space. A contemporary style Tufen-
kian area rug warms the area and pulls the 
space together.

Each room flows seamlessly into the other in this modern 
interpretation of  a classical East Coast colonial.

Custom designed built-ins serve as the 

perfect backdrop for a Holly Hunt “X” style 

dining table and offers plenty of room to 

display fine collectibles.
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The kitchen’s seventeen foot 

island was designed to 

accommodate five people 

comfortably and still provide 

ample prep room for the cook.

Clean lines and sleek surfaces 

make up this contemporary 

kitchen design.
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   Selected pieces of artwork handed down 
from the client’s mother and grandmother 
can be found throughout the home. Pick-
ing up on nature’s theme they add to the 
warmth and serenity established by Gray-
er’s color scheme. Light streams through 
a series of classically inspired floor to 
ceiling windows and French doors in both 
the billiard room and family room, fur-
ther encouraging this connection between 
the indoor living spaces and landscape be-
yond. Creating a sense of verticality, they 
raise the eye up and allow each space to 
be infused with natural light. Covered in 
brown ultra suede, the family room sofas 
offer comfortable seating for family and 
friends alike. The set of four upholstered 
cubes can serve as an ottoman or be recon-
figured to provide additional occasional 
seating if necessary. In the billiard room, 
natural brick walls and a lightly stained 
wood coffered ceiling give the room an 
old world feel. 
   In the kitchen, a seventeen foot island 

ABOVE   The family 

room was designed 

with comfort and 

durability in mind. 

A set of four uphol-

stered squares offer 

additional seating 

possibilities if nec-

essary or can be 

combined and used 

as a casual coffee 

table with the super 

durable ultra-suede 

sofas.
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was designed to accommodate five people 
comfortably yet still provide plenty of 
prep space for the cook. Two slabs of 
honed black absolute granite were chosen 
to cover the island while kitchen counters 
were finished in stainless steel. Mini glass 
brick tile from Artistic Tile makes up the 
backsplash and creates a sense of move-
ment and sparkle in that area. 
   Sleek marble surfaces top custom vani-
ties designed for each of the new bath-
rooms.  Mirrored cabinets above add 
additional storage space and help reflect 
light throughout each bath. In the powder 
room, Grayer used “special horizontally 
cut stone in tile form” from Artistic Tile 
to create visual interest along the sink wall 

in this modern design.
   “Architect Doug Wilk had a great vi-
sion for modernizing the spaces within”, 
said Grayer. In the living room, his honed 
limestone and painted wood fireplace sur-
round takes center stage as the focal point 
in this room. Paired with Christian Li-
agre, leather sofas and “heathered” beige 
ultra suede club chairs, from Holly Hunt, 
the space offers a sophisticated retreat at 
the end of a long day.  Custom built-ins 
in the dining room offer plenty of display 
possibilities for collectibles and provide 
a classic backdrop set against the con-
temporary style Holly Hunt “X” Dining 
Table. Surrounded by a set of transitional 
dining chairs from Crate and Barrel, the 

room mirrors the subtle tones used across 
from it in the living room.
   Each room flows seamlessly into the 
other in this modern interpretation of 
a classical East Coast colonial. Timeless 
and refreshing, this home will provide the 
perfect gathering spot for one lucky fam-
ily for years to come.

Katie Keating is an interior designer and freelance 
writer and can be reached at 203.339.5820 or 
katiekdesign@yahoo.com.

Natural light floods the master bath and is 

reflected in the many mirrored surfaces 

within the space.
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Soothing lavender tones fill a child’s bedroom 

creating a sophisticated serenity throughout.
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RIGHT  In the newly 

designed bathrooms, 

marble topped custom 

cabinetry appears fur-

niture like allowing for 

plenty of storage.

BELOW  Grayer used 

“special horizontally 

cut stone in tile form” 

in the powder room to 

create visual interest 

along the sink wall.


